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Abstract. This paper concerns applications of the Eddy Current for the corrosion 
detection in the aircraft structures. Additionally, the special finite element models 
have been developed which simulate eddy currents in materials. Numerical models 
have been validated by the measurements carried out on specially designed test 
samples. The results obtained in the study allow for building up the reference 
database for experimental measurements. They also provide tools for analyses of the 
eddy current impedance diagrams collected under variable probe parameters.  

Introduction  

The possibility of combining numerical and non-destructive methods has a great 
importance for the industry, especially for aerospace industry, in which the diagnosis of 
critical structural elements is essential [1]. In the literature a lot of works concerning the 
subject of modelling electromagnetic field could be found [2,3]. However, those results are 
scattered and concerned specific cases of geometry. In this study, a tool that improves the 
measurement process and could be used to analyse the electromagnetic field distributions in 
critical elements of aircraft was developed. 

1. Eddy current measurements and numerical calculations 

1.1 Material properties 

The procedure for diagnostic of aircraft structures has been developed for components 
made of aluminum alloy 7075. Aluminum alloy 7075 (Al-Zn-Mg-Cu) is very high strength 
material (TS= 510-538MPa, YP= 434-476MPa) used for highly stressed structural parts. 
Alloy 7075 sheet and plate products have application throughout aircraft and aerospace 
structures where a combination of high strength with moderate toughness and corrosion 
resistance are required (typical applications are for aircraft fittings, gears and shafts etc.).To 
allow proper modelling of eddy current effect in the test materials and appropriate selection 
of eddy current frequency the material property of the alloy, such as conductivity was 
measured . The results are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Material properties of Aluminium Alloy 7075 

 Aluminum Alloy 7075 
Resistivity ρ [µΩ*cm] 5.34 
Conductivity γ [MS/m] 18.71 

Magnetic permeability µr 1 

1.2 Reference samples 

It was decided to focus on two particular damage cases (that often occurred in aircraft):  Corrosion type:  Bottom of the Top (BoT) and Top of the Bottom (ToB),   Corrosion damage under non-conductive layers. 
For each of the considered cases the base of reference samples were created. For the two 
type of corrosion: TOB and BOT the samples with defined defects were prepared (damage 
depths 0.5, 0.8 and 1mm). For the last case concerning detection of corrosion damages 
under non-conductive layers two samples were created with layers thickness 0.1 and 0.4 
mm and defined defect with depths 0.5 and 1 mm (in both samples). 
 

 
Fig. 1. Corrosion Location in the aircraft skin 

 

 
Fig. 2. C-scan of the corrosion damages 

 
Figure 1 presents typical location of the pitting corrosion damages in the top layer and 
bottom layer of the aircraft skin. Figure 2 presents TOB and BOT location in the aircraft 
panel. As we can observe signal from the  BOT may influence on the TOB signal masking.  
Therefore conscious selection of the scan parameters as well as signal processing may 
result in the corrosion localization description possibility. 

1.3 Eddy current measurements  

With a base of reference samples the next stage of testing, involving eddy current 
measurements, could have been executed. Eddy current measurements were performed 
using the defectoscope MIZ 27SI (ZETEC). The spring loaded, hand-held, coreless probes 
were used. The operating scale of probe was 1 - 5kHz. Other probe parameters were: coil 
diameter 9.5 mm, high 25mm, number of turns 100. Samples described in the previous 
chapter were examined. The measurements were performed for the frequencies which 
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should allow to obtain standard depth of penetration (selected as to allow define the biggest 
and the deepest localized damage). According to this requirement chosen frequencies for 
described samples were respectively: 2.5 kHz for sample with corrosion damages under 
non-conductive layers and for samples with BOT and TOB corrosion: 2.5 and 4.5 kHz. The 
phase angle for each of the obtained characteristics was measured. Exemplary eddy current 
characteristics obtained during the measurements are shown in figures 3 and 4. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Eddy current characteristics obtained by the eddy current testing for sample with TOB corrosion, 

frequency 2.5 KHz, damages depth 1.00 mm. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4. Eddy current characteristics obtained by the eddy current testing for sample with corrosion damage 

(1mm depth) under non-conductive layer (0.1mm), frequency 2.5 KHz 
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1.4 Image processing (C-scans) 

One of the signal processing issues is the determination of the corrosion (e.g. pitting 
corrosion) extent in the skin of the aircraft. In the article preliminary results to the 
modelling of the field and the selection of the parameters were delivered. That information 
will be required for the proper parameters selection for the inspection of the aircraft 
elements and such as:  Frequency of the inspection;  Probe type and size of the diameter.  
 
 

Fig. 5. C-scan data visualization of the specimen with different depths of the skin thickness  
(model of the corrosion losses) 

 
 In the figure 5 the results of the inspection of the specimen presented on the left are 
delivered. The visible colours presented in the C-scan are associated with the respond of the 
signal in the impedance plane. Impedance plane where the signal is analysed may be 
presented with the use of vector components. Such components describe the amplitude of 
the signal (the intensity of the damage) as well as the signal phase (which may refer to the 
depth of the damage location). The equation which describe such components may be 
described as [4]: 

][)( 22  CL XXRZ     (1) 
where: 
Z – electrical impedance; 
XL = 2fL []– inductive reactance; 
 XC = 1/(2fC) [] – capacitive reactance; 
 
The measurement of the signal phase may be based on the following equation: 

R
XXTan CL )(        (2) 

 
The use of flaw detectors enables the determination of the phase angle and simple signal 
operation. But the inspection of the larger areas enforce the use of automated systems. For 
such systems the image visualization as presented in the Fig.5 is applied. For such 
visualization the image processing may be enabled which makes it possible to apply more 
sophisticated signal processing methods for the:   determination of the damage size,   determination of the depth of the signal location;  influence of the non conductive layer determination etc.  

For the presented results in the Fig.5 the determination of the damage size and the depth 
differences was possible. Another issue is the determination of the corrosion location (top 
of the bottom skin or the bottom of top skin). Additionally the presence of the air gaps may 
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interfere with the results of the inspection. The another approach for the data assessment is 
the application of the image processing techniques for damage evaluation and comparison. 
Such approach may help in determination in damage location and damage type. 

The digital image is a two-dimensional discrete signal. It means that for the processing 
purposes, such signals can be presented as brightness function of two independent variables 
(an array) of the MxN size. As the example the data from the monochrome digital image on 
the n bits resolution per pixel may be presented [5] as follow:  
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where: 
f(x,y)  C; 
0 f(x,y)  L-1 and L = 2n . 

 
For such image presentation each pixel of the digital data corresponds to an array 

element. For the damage processing purposes operations on the Region of Interest (RoI) 
were performed. RoI may be defined as the locations of the damages on the inspection 
image. Depending on the number of damages located on the scan image, automated 
extraction of the RoI’s (based on indication of the damage locations) for the sub-arrays has 
been performed. Also detailed RoI analysis based on the array operations of the selected 
area is possible. Sub-arrays are created in accordance with the following procedure : 
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      (4) 

where: 
C [M,N] – scan image; 
A[xi,yi] – array with damages coordinates;  
RoI[m,n] – subarray of the C[M,N] array which include RoI with i-rows and j-columns and where: i = M-xi, j 

= N-yi.  
 

  
 

 
Fig.6. Signal processing approach  

 
In the figure 6 the results of the signal processing (such as: damage size determination, 
amplitude of the signal visualization) are presented. The results are the pitting corrosion of 
different intensity modelled in the aluminium alloy plate. Such approach makes possible 
precise size and shape determination as well as further damage progression monitoring. 

1.5 Numerical simulations  

For the analysis the two-dimensional, parametric models of probe-sample relation were 
created. Obtained models allow for: various location of the probe relative to the sample, 
electromagnetic field distribution depending on the electrical properties of surface layer and 
around the damage (depending on location and geometry of the damage), distribution of 
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eddy currents density etc. Exemplary eddy current characteristics obtained during the 
numerical simulations are shown in Figures 7 - 9. 

 
Fig. 7. Eddy current curves obtained by numerical simulation, corrosion type ToB, frequency 2.5kHz. 

Experimental results: a) 1mm, b) 0.8mm, c) 0.5 mm 
 
 

 
Fig. 8. Eddy current curves obtained by numerical simulation, corrosion type BoT, frequency 2.5kHz. 

Experimental results: a) 1mm, b) 0.8mm, c) 0.5 mm 
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Fig. 9. Eddy current curves obtained by numerical simulation, , corrosion damages under non-conductive 
layer (thickness 0.1mm), frequency 2.5kHz. Experimental results: a) 1mm, b) 0.5 mm 

2. Verification of the results  

Verification was based on comparison between the phase angles obtained during numerical 
simulation and phase angles obtained during eddy current measurements. In order to 
compare the numerical results with experimental results some kind of their normalization 
was necessary. Apart from issues of numerical modelling also statistical methods of data 
comparison and normalization were carried out. In the case, where C-scans were involved, 
analysis included also image processing. In the table below a comparison of the increases 
of the phase angles tangent for subsequent corrosion damages is presented as an example of 
the obtained results (Tables 2-4). 

Table 2. Comparison of experimental and numerical normalized phase angle values for different size of 
damages, type ToB, frequency 2.5 kHz  

Corrosion damage [mm] Numerical Results [%] Experimental Results [%] 
0.0 – 0.5 100.00 100.00 
0.5 – 0.8 78.49 78.57 
0.8 – 1.0 21.51 21.43 

<1.0 0.00 0.00 

Table 3. Comparison of experimental and numerical normalized phase angle values for different size of 
damages, type BoT, frequency 2.5 kHz  

Corrosion damage [mm] Numerical Results [%] Experimental Results [%] 
0.0 – 0.5 100.00 100.00 
0.5 – 0.8 59.35 63.16 
0.8 – 1.0 40.65 36.84 

<1.0 0.00 0.00 
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Table 4. Comparison of experimental and numerical normalized phase angle values for different size of 
damages, under non-conductive layers, frequency 2.5 kHz  

Corrosion damage [mm] 
Numerical Results [%] Experimental Results [%] 

Layer 
0.1mm 

Layer 
0.4mm 

Layer 
0.1mm 

Layer 
0.4mm 

0.5-1 11.13 10.48 13.79 15.15 

3. Conclusions 

To summarize research presented in this article it should be noted that the proposed method  
based on a combination of experimental methods (eddy current) with numerical simulations 
is correct and capable of industrial application. Formalism of the Finite Element Method 
was used to create numerical models that allowed quantitative description of the eddy 
current, which is the basis for determining the characteristics of the signal for selected cases 
of damage. The correctness of the method was confirmed by the following results which 
were achieved during research:  Curves obtained by numerical simulations for the subsequent damages are consistent to 

curves obtained by the eddy current testing (Fig. 7-9),  Phase angles obtained by numerical simulations for the subsequent damages are 
consistent with phase angles obtained by the eddy current testing (Table 2-4). 
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